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GARY REPORT 
 
A Test of Carmel 
 
About two months ago, it was brought to my attention that a Christian church from the 
U.S. which Caleb had been working with since 2012, was coming to Rongo to bring 
medical supplies and staff to establish a long-sought medical facility there.  That was 
going to culminate in the middle of November with a big event involving supplies and 
services and forty people flying in to observe it.  And when I first learned about this, we 
also had plans to return to Africa at the same time and I enquired with Caleb what he 
was going to do in that both needed his presence.  Well, that all worked out in that the 
Society registration for the Bride was not going to be ready until November 30, so we 
delayed our trip to December 1. 
 
And, all of this raised a most interesting and seemingly obvious question as to who 
would be victorious:  the Christian church or the Bride?  In fact, it seemed to be a 
noteworthy test of Carmel between Baal and Elijah.  And with our changes in venue, as 
on Carmel the prophets of Baal were going first, followed by the Bride.  So, how did the 
Christian church from the U.S. do with their test?  Well, let’s say it this way:  their 
offering to God came far, far short, and this is too coincidental to ignore. 
 
Following their event, Caleb told me what took place, and some of it I knew in advance.  
He had already told me that the lady in charge, who was the daughter of the pastor of 
the church that had put all of this together, would not listen to him concerning some 
unrealistic expectations.  As I have learned, Africa is not America, and you have to 
compensate for that.  In the U.S. she is an R.N. and was preparing to bring prescription 
medications with her.  But Caleb told her that the Kenya government would not allow 
that, yet she didn’t listen to him.  There were other critical issues as well like this, and 
Caleb tried to warn her, but she did not listen and instead accused him of not being 
willing to listen to a woman and failed to show her respect.  Well, when they flew in to 
Kenya, customs confiscated all the medicine, except for some painkillers—and she had 
to bribe someone to even get those.   
 
With this critical element eliminated, as well as other things, the entire event, which was 
supposed to be a great beginning, turned out to be a useless bust!  And forty people (the 
wilderness period) had flown there to witness their success.  Of course they had to 
blame Caleb for their errors.  Also, prior to this two people in their church went to 
RemnantBride.com and objected to the teachings, which the pastor discussed with 
Caleb.  Actually, in those two months prior, I had twice spoken with the pastor, and 
once even with the daughter (who was very cold to me), as well as to a church elder.   
 
But the reality is that Christianity will always come up short of what is needed in the 
kingdom of heaven, attested by what this church came to in Rongo.  They had good 
intentions, but their intentions could not pass through customs—and that was only the 
beginning.  Caleb warned the daughter beforehand what was going to happen, and 
they could have even put them in jail over the drugs, but she did not listen.  And in 
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truth, she is in type trying to accomplish what only the Bride can accomplish.  A bride 
must be formed and be caught up into heaven and return to rule with Immanuel.  And 
this absolutely cannot be the dead Body of Christ, evidenced by that church.  In fact, 
they not only failed, but they left with harm—canceling the financial help they had been 
giving to ten children to keep them in school.  I think it can be said that they are leaving 
Rongo forever, and I hope we now see the work of the Elijah Bride fulfilled.   
 
It is amazing how Yahweh worked all of this out as a testimony to the test of Carmel.  
And now with Jim and Tommy and myself flying in on December 3, we hope to see the 
beginning of the fulfillment of the Elijah offering, culminating in the Father taking up 
into heaven a bride for His Son.  In truth, Christianity has had two thousand years to 
accomplish this; and as testified by that American church, they have completely failed.  
NONE have ascended alive, but instead have all died! 
 
So, next Saturday Jim McManus, Tommy Tillman, and I will begin our journey to Africa 
from the U.S.  We do not go as Christians, but as the Bride.  There were forty of them, 
and they had far more finances in store than us, but I have been and will continue to 
listen to Caleb and Walter and do what we know is right and good.  And frankly, if we 
receive in Africa what we hope to receive—the move of Yahweh’s Spirit and in time the 
return of Immanuel—we will not need what that church had to offer.  What this corrupt 
world needs now is far more than any man or men can provide.  We need the King of 
kings.  That is our goal and our hope. 
 
If you can help financially in this closing week before we go, that would be very much 
appreciated.  We reach forward to what lies ahead, and with hope look to the Father.  
Caleb and Walter are now in Nairobi making plans for our arrival, and we need your 
help.  To add your part to this work, click here. 
 
With much love and appreciation and hope, 
 
Gary 
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